JOIN PARENT INFORMATION NETWORK (PIN) OF CHERRY CREEK SCHOOL DISTRICT FOR TWO FREE, ONLINE COMMUNITY EVENTS!

WIRED AND CONNECTED

Your child is WIRED TO CONNECT! Craig Knippenberg, LCSW, M.Div., author of the bestselling book, Wired and Connected, will share important research and give you practical information on how you can better support your child’s social brain.

We will explore topics related to your child’s social brain:

- Self Control
- Your Child’s Unique Emotional Temperament
- Empathy & Understanding Others
- The Teen Brain On Hormones
- Supporting Your Child Through The Pandemic and Beyond

Tuesday, September 1st, 9:15-11:15 am
9:20 am - CCSD Welcome
9:45 am - Speaker Craig Knippenberg
Wired to Connect: Understanding and Working with each Child’s Social Brain
11:00 am - Q+A (time permitting)

Tuesday, September 8th, 6:30-8:30 pm
6:35 pm - CCSD Welcome
6:45 pm - Live presentation for entire family
Highjacked: The Impact of Gaming and Social Media on the Social Brain
8:00 pm - Q+A (time permitting)

CONNECT TO THIS ONLINE EVENT:
HTTPS://WWW.PINCCSD.ORG

Craig A. Knippenberg, LCSW, M.Div., is an author of Wired and Connected: Brain-Based Solutions To Ensure Your Child’s Social and Emotional Success (Illumify Media Global, 2019) and Denver-based mental health therapist and consultant with nearly four decades of experience working with children and families.

Click here for a discount in purchasing his book (code PIN2020).